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Nancy Chen Long Wins

2016 Tampa Review Prize  
Nancy Chen Long of Morgantown, Indiana, has 

been named winner of the 2016 Tampa Review Prize 

for Poetry. Long receives the fifteenth annual prize 

for her manuscript, Light into Bodies. In addition to 

a $2,000 check, the award includes hardback and 

paperback book publication in 2017 by the University of Tampa Press. 

 Long is the author of a poetry chapbook, Clouds as Inkblots for the War Prone (Red Bird 

Chapbooks, 2013), and has recent and forthcoming work in Alaska Quarterly Review, Pleiades, Bat City 

Review, Superstition Review, DIAGRAM, the Anthology of Contemporary Indiana Writers, and elsewhere. 

She earned her BS in Electrical Engineering Technology and an MBA from Indiana University—

Purdue University Fort Wayne, worked as an electrical engineer, software consultant, and project 

manager, and more recently completed an MFA in creative writing at Spalding University. 

Tampa Review judges judges praised her “bold, intelligent, beautifully shaped manuscript” 

and commented that the poems in Light into Bodies clearly benefit from the poet’s strong scientific 

background.  “Starting with the opening epigraph from Sir Isaac Newton’s Opticks and developing 

through vocabulary and metaphors informed by mathematics and engineering as well as by myth 

and literature, Nancy Chen Long has composed a shining suite of poems in which cultural and 

scientific history merge with and illuminate personal experience,” the judges wrote.

Born in Taiwan, Long grew up in various parts of the U.S. as the daughter of a military man. 

She calls south-central Indiana home and works at Indiana University in the Research Technologies 

division. 

”I’ve loved poetry and writing since I was a kid,” Long says. “And because I was also a 

bookworm, I handcrafted books of my poems and stories—illustrated them, carefully folded the 

pages and stapled them together for the binding, gave them ‘library numbers’ like I’d seen on 

real books. 

Poet Nancy Chen Long
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“When considering college, creative writing was my first career choice. I was strongly 

counselled, though, that ‘female writers are a dime a dozen’ and that I should go into something 

like science instead. So I stopped writing creatively and eventually ended up in engineering and 

technology. I did continue to journal and scribble down small poems, but didn’t seriously write 

poetry again until years later when an acquaintance suggested that I attend a women’s writing 

circle. That experience inspired me to once again take up the pen. I started writing and writing. 

Things fell into place so that I could pursue an MFA part-time while still working full-time. As a 

sort of joke, I’d say I felt like I was living Pablo Neruda’s line “And it was at that age . . . Poetry 

arrived / in search of me.” The poems kept arriving until a manuscript took shape.” 

Long sent the manuscript out for three years before it was selected for the Tampa Review Prize 

for Poetry, and it had been a finalist fifteen times during that period. 

“Through interviews with other poets and attending AWP panels on publication, I’d heard of 

poets whose manuscripts came in as finalists for ten years before being published.” Long says. 

“When I got the call that Light into Bodies had won the Tampa Review Prize for Poetry, I could 

almost not believe it. The whole experience has been one wild ride, beautifully unexpected. It’s 

the realization of a dream that I thought had been lost to me.”

The judges also announced ten finalists this year: 

Sally Lipton Derringer of Nanuet, New York,  for “Tilted Room”;

Mary Gilliland of Ithaca, New York, for “The Devil’s Fools”;

Roger Greenwald of Toronto, Canada, for “The Half-Life”; 

Shaun Griffin of Virginia City, Nevada, for “The Monastery of Stars”; 

Julie Hanson of Cedar Rapids, Iowa, for “Dialectic and Infusion”;

Kate Partridge of Anchorage, Alaska, for “Ends of the Earth”; 

Jim Peterson of Lynchburg, Virginia, for “The Horse Who Bears Me Away”;

Doug Ramspeck of Lima, Ohio, for “Naming the Field”; 

Nicholas Samaras of West Nyack, New York, for “The Kidnapped Child”; and

Jay Udall of Vienna, Virginia, for “Because a Fire in My Head.”

The Tampa Review Prize for Poetry is given annually for a previously unpublished book-

length manuscript. Judging is by the editors of Tampa Review, who are members of the faculty at 

the University of Tampa. Submissions are now being accepted for 2017. Entries should follow the 

published guidelines and must be postmarked by December 31, 2016.

Complete guidelines are available at <www.ut.edu/tampareview> or by sending a self-ad-

dressed, stamped envelope to The Tampa Review Prize for Poetry, University of Tampa Press, 401 

West Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, FL 33606.
#  #  #

Author photo available in multiple formats. Author interview can be arranged.

For more information contact: 

Richard Mathews or Sean Donnelly at (813) 253-6266 — or e-mail utpress@ut.edu

Browse our catalog online at www.ut.edu/TampaPress
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Advance Praise for Light into Bodies 

I recreated a world/—so real looking—/out of spit and dust,” writes Nancy Chen Long in her powerful 
debut, Light into Bodies. And she does just that, while bringing light into the human and animal bodies of the 
universe, as she chronicles the rhythms of her Taiwanese origins and a childhood journey from Okinawa to 
the United States and into a generative, complex womanhood. Both the fullness and absence of family guide 
the speaker of these poems into an illumination of voice, all the more courageous in that it inhabits the 
knife-edge of liminal space. Nancy Chen Long’s poems sing with rage and rage with tenderness, as they 
lovingly—and deftly—seek the solace of identity. 
~GEORGE KALAMARAS • POET LAUREATE OF INDIANA (2014-2016) 
 
 
Readers will indeed feel they have entered through the “good luck door,” after opening Nancy Chen Long’s 
Light into Bodies. This is a gorgeous debut, filled with glorious language that tenaciously explores the 
mysteries of many worlds that in the end make one life. 
~KATHLEEN DRISKELL • AUTHOR OF Blue Etiquette 
 
 
Much is at stake in Nancy Chen Long’s beautiful book. She attempts the impossible—to construct identity 
in a country where children are told “to color-/in Caucasoid.” Her poems possess an emotional potency 
translated through the “lexicon of water” and the “vernacular of tumbleweed.” Light into Bodies reminds us of 
the startling paradox—there is no hope without insatiable hunger. We end where we begin. 
~NANCY K. PEARSON • AUTHOR OF The Whole by Contemplation of a Single Bone 
 
 
Nancy Chen Long’s poems are lush, meditative, and quietly urgent. With lines that are lyrically charged and 
haunted by the past, these poems long to be heard and carried in the ear. Here are poems that are not afraid 
of beauty, or silence, or to know, “Dust is never an option. I have no need to hide.” 
~ADA LIMÓN • AUTHOR OF Bright Dead Things 
 
 
These are my favorite kinds of poems: stories swept clean with the parsimonious bristle-switch of language 
even as pockets of narrative remain fluid, aviary, free. The achievement of Light into Bodies is both its 
momentum and its still moments, “grains of rice, marking a trail back home,” a pacing black puma, sassafras 
and nettles, a constellation of scars, poem after poem a perfect hymn for each one of us “who sing with rage 
in our throats.” 
~SUSANNA CHILDRESS • AUTHOR OF Entering the House of Awe 
 
 
The poems in Light into Bodies amaze me with their verbal precision and richness. Revealing a tonal range 
that bridges scientific specificity and dream-like spontaneity, Nancy Chen Long makes good on her ambition 
to explore necessary questions about family, race, history, and spirituality. She answers not with pat 
conclusions, but an illuminating openness, a quickened vulnerability from which her poems derive their 
lasting strength. Her emotional power and formal mastery are cause for gratitude.  
~PETER CAMPION • AUTHOR OF El Dorado 
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Order information 

Cover: Paperback     Cover: Hardback 
ISBN: 978-1-59732-147-1    ISBN: 978-1-59732-148-8 
Pages: 108      Pages: 108 
Price: $14.00      Price: $25.00 
URL tiny.cc/lightintobodies    URL tiny.cc/lightintobodies-hbk 
 
 
 
 
About the Book 

Nancy Chen Long captures delicate, bold, and 
beautiful reflections in this remarkable first 
book. Light into Bodies illuminates the fluid 
nature of identity as it changes through time 
and influence.  
 
In the first section, the poet maps the landscape 
of a biracial, multiethnic childhood as she tries 
to understand the world and her place in it 
based on what she sees and what she has been 
taught. The second section moves into the 
world of the adult: relationships, marriage, 
divorce, and expectations of identity based on 
relationship roles. The final section opens up to 
identity in a larger world, considering societal 
expectations and assumptions about identity 
shaped by evolving concepts of home, memory, 
time, origins, and creation.  
 
The wide-ranging mix of poetic forms, styles, 
and voices that encompass often seemingly 
disparate influences—science and religion, 

myth and math, East and West—works against the declaration of a monolithic identity. Chen Long’s 
rich and musical book affirms our own best intuitions—that we are multi-dimensional individuals, 
blessed with multiple identities, each of us called to a personal journey to identify and express our 
own best selves. 
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About the Author 

Nancy Chen Long, a 2017 National Endowment of the Arts Creative Writing fellow, received the 
Tampa Review Prize for Poetry for her first book Light into Bodies. She was born in Taipei, Taiwan, 
to a Taiwanese mother and an American father who was stationed in Taiwan as a linguist for the U. 
S. Air Force. Moving to the United States when she was young, she completed a degree in Electrical 
Engineering Technology, then pursued an MBA and developed a career in technology, working as 
an electrical engineer, software consultant, and project manager. Chen Long received an MFA from 
Spalding University in 2013. Her poems have appeared widely in journals including Alaska Quarterly 
Review, Crab Orchard Review, Pleiades, RHINO, Ninth Letter, Sycamore Review, and others. She is author 
of the chapbook Clouds as Inkblots for the War Prone (Red Bird Chapbooks, 2013). She lives in south-
central Indiana and works at Indiana University in the Research Technologies division. 
 
 
 
 
Sample poem from Light into Bodies by Nancy Chen Long 

Wingspan 

The puma, stalking. And though the ceiling 
is naught but night sky, the room 
 
is made of red glass—eight walls ten-feet tall, 
the sliding door, the bolt—all blood-colored 
 
and glass. Homing pigeons flutter around me, 
doting. Like angels. I have named them. 
 
Monarch. Swallowtail. Lacewing. Come sing to me 
I coo, while the black puma paces. My body 
 
is frocked in blue. I wear a brood 
of Lycaeides melissa samuelis like a bridal veil, 
 
my hair laced in forget-me-nots. 
Sometimes, when I’m perfectly still, 
 
a pigeon will mistake me 
for an electrical wire, perch long enough 
 
for me to seize its spindly feathers,  
attach a message, set it free. 
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